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COLLAGE:  brief history
• It’s not easy to offer advanced grad-level “specialty” courses in solar physics, since there are 

often insufficient numbers of both instructors and students.

• At the time when NSO came to Boulder, the Hale Collaborative Graduate Education 
(COLLAGE) Program was inaugurated to meet existing needs, to build up cohorts, and to 
strengthen our solar physics research community.

• Starting in 2013, these courses were offered online using web-enabled technologies.  
Eventually, it may become synchronized to a 3-year cycle, but for now, we teach topics as 
instructors become available…

One way to categorize the topical breakdown: 2022
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2022 schedule of topics
Draft (subject to change):
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Grading
At CU Boulder…
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Modes of interaction

• Zoom:  weekly class, Thursdays, 4:00-4:50 pm (Mountain Time)

• Slack:   https://nsocollage2022.slack.com
for online discussions about papers, assignments, etc.

• Web page:   https://stevencranmer.bitbucket.io/ASTR_6000_2022/

• Office hours (also Zoom):  TBD

• Archived videos of past classes (eventually):   https://nso.edu/students/collage/

• Canvas:  grading-related details for the CU students

https://nsocollage2022.slack.com/
https://stevencranmer.bitbucket.io/ASTR_6000_2022/
https://nso.edu/students/collage/


The Sun
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The Sun
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Photosphere
• The visible “surface” of the Sun:  a thin boundary, below which photons are trapped… 

above which, photons escape freely.

• Structured on scales from < 1 Mm (granulation) to
~30 Mm (supergranulation & sunspots) up to
the solar radius (700 Mm).
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Chromosphere
• Originally seen as a colorful ring in total eclipses.  Spectral lines reveal upper layers…
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Corona
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The chromospheric & coronal heating problems
• As one goes up from the photosphere, temperature drops, then it starts going up again, despite 

getting further away from the ultimate source of energy…  Why?



Multiple ways to observe

Ground-based telescopes Space-based telescopes “In situ” particle & 
field detection

• Visible & infrared 
wavelengths only

• Big mirrors:  great spatial 
resolution

• Straightforward for 
human maintenance

• Images & spectra in 
X-ray, UV, etc.

• Stable platform

• No weather issues 
(except maybe
space weather!)

• Goes right where the 
plasma is

• Direct measurement of 
electromagnetic fields 
& plasma density, 
speed, temperature, etc.
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The corona is bright in X-rays
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Solar Dynamics Observatory:  2010 to present
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4096 x 4096 pixel images (in multiple EUV bands) every ~10 s   (~1.5 TB/day)
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Corona dominates Sun’s spectrum in UV & X-ray
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Measuring the magnetic field
• Images of the Sun’s surface in Zeeman-sensitive 

lines give us maps of the magnetic field:

White: pointing out,  black: pointing in,  gray: 0

• Sunspots are pairs:  actually “loops”
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Measuring the magnetic field
• Images of the Sun’s surface in Zeeman-sensitive 

lines give us maps of the magnetic field:

White: pointing out,  black: pointing in,  gray: 0

• Sunspots are pairs:  actually “loops”

• Collect strips along central meridian, & assemble
1 rotation into a synoptic magnetogram:
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Jargon alert 1:  Carrington Rotations
• The Sun undergoes differential rotation:  faster at equator…

• However, the corona/heliosphere rotates more rigidly… many features relevant
to space weather recur every 27.2753 days = 1 Carrington Rotation (CR) period.

• They’re numbered sequentially: CR 1 started Nov. 9, 1853.  We’re now up to the ~2250’s.

• Synoptic (latitude-longitude) maps are constructed (after the fact) for each CR.
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Jargon alert 2:  Heliographic coordinates
• How do we label feature locations on the Sun?  There are multiple conventions…
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Large-scale coronal structure
Active regions (brightest in UV & X-ray) tend to coincide with sunspots (dark in visible):

When active regions get ready to flare, the underlying
B-field twist is observable as “sigmoid” X-ray loops:

Some isolated coronal loops 
aren’t associated with active 
regions…
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Large-scale coronal structure

Coronal holes have low density 
(dark in UV/X-ray) & coincide 
with solar wind footpoints N

S

“Helmet” streamers 
are high-density 

extensions of the
largest loops

Some “pseudostreamers” are associated with more 
complex polarities & dark prominence cavities…

Fuzzy regions with 
intermediate intensity are 
often called Quiet Sun



23 Where will you be on April 8, 2024?

The extended solar atmosphere
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The extended solar atmosphere… keeps going!

Where were you 
last August 21 ?Image credits:  Miloslav Drückmuller



The solar wind
• Parker (1958) showed that if 

the corona is hot, it must 
expand.

• After ~4 years of controversy, 
Neugebauer et al. (1962) used 
in-situ space probe data to 
confirm the existence of a 
continuously outflowing solar 
wind!

Wavelet-processed LASCO coronagraph movie
25
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Solar wind speed at 1 AU
• It varies!  There are “slow” streams (250 km/s), “fast” streams (800 km/s), and 

everything in between...

• Here’s what spacecraft saw in the vicinity of Earth throughout the year 2017...
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Solar wind speed at 1 AU
• It varies!  There are “slow” streams (250 km/s), “fast” streams (800 km/s), and 

everything in between...

• Here’s what spacecraft saw in the vicinity of Earth throughout the year 2017...

• What’s special about this time period... about 0.075 of a year?

• It’s about 27 days:  roughly the Carrington rotation rate.



The solar wind is rotationally modulated

Simulation credit:  Predictive Science, Inc.
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Solar eruptions
Solar flares produce electromagnetic 
radiation:
• Travel time to Earth:  8 min
• From gamma-ray to radio

Flares & coronal mass ejections (CMEs) also 
produce solar energetic particles (SEPs)
• Travel time to Earth:  15 min to hours

CMEs and variable wind streams eventually 
can disrupt the Earth’s magnetic field
• Travel time to Earth: 2 to 4 days



We are “living with a star”
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Power Grid Operations

GPS

Satellite Operations

Aircraft Operations Communications

Impacts from space
weather are wide-

ranging, with
potentially significant

consequences

Space weather impacts

Human Safety
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For next week

• Read the “How to read a scientific paper” guidelines (optional)

• Read paper 1:  Chapter 1 of Aschwanden’s Physics of the Solar Corona (2005)

CU students have access to the full book on SpringerLink
Google Drive link for the chapter is here

• If pressed for time… sections to read vs. skip:

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11

• Engage with the Slack discussion

https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/3-540-30766-4
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z_9v1XyCpdos6Ag3bPMqHcFu7PhK40OF/view?usp=sharing

